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1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to respond to the January 16, 2014 Community Services 
Committee direction as it relates to Traffic By-law 79-99 parking on/over the boulevard 
regulation. 

2.0 Recommendation 

That the Community Services Committee recommends to City Council: 

 That based on Report CS-14-62, the City continue to include the provisions in 1.
Traffic By-law 79-99, as amended, in order to prohibit parking on/over the 
boulevard in the City of Oshawa; and, 

 That staff initiate an in-house workshop to discuss the appropriate use and 2.
enforcement of the approved by-law; and, 

 That a copy of this report be sent to the resident inquirer. 3.

3.0 Executive Summary 

On January 16, 2014, Community Services Committee received a request from a resident 
that Traffic By-law 79-99, as amended, be further amended to remove the regulation that 
pertains to vehicles parking on/over the municipal boulevard.  The resident resides in a 
master planned subdivision that possesses a two car garage and double car driveway.  
The resident claims the household has four adults that own cars; that numerous parking 
tickets have been issued for violating the By-law; that tickets are costly; and in some 
instances the residential driveway cannot accommodate the number of vehicles the family 
possesses.  Furthermore, the resident feels the need to use the boulevard for 
supplemental parking. 
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The purpose of Traffic By-law 79-99, as amended, is to ensure that adequate and safe 
sightlines are available to all motorists and pedestrians entering and exiting driveways and 
intersections.  This includes protecting pedestrians (in particular small children) while 
ensuring vehicles are visible and thereby preventing collisions and injury to the public.  The 
regulation is standard and considered a best practice throughout municipalities in Ontario 
and in most cases, enforcement is a mix between responding to complaints from residents 
living in the area or proactive based on sighted safety impacts from vehicles illegally 
parked on the boulevard and obstructing sight lines. 

4.0 Input From Other Sources 

• Municipal Law Enforcement and Licensing Services 
• Planning Services 

5.0 Analysis 

5.1 Background on Request 

On January 16, 2014, Community Services Committee received a request that Traffic By-
law 79-99, as amended, be further amended to remove the regulation that pertains to 
vehicles parking on/over the municipal boulevard. 

The resident request included the following information: 

• The resident’s household has four adults that own cars; 
• That numerous parking tickets were issued with respect to violating Traffic By-

law 79-99 since cars were parked on the boulevard particularly between the 
sidewalk and the street curb; 

• The tickets are costly; 
• In some instances the residential driveway cannot accommodate the number of 

vehicles the family possesses; and, 
• As a result, there is a need to use the boulevard for supplemental parking. 

As defined in Traffic By-law 79-99, as amended, “Boulevard” means that part of the 
“Highway” between the property line and the edge of the travelled “Roadway”. A 
“Boulevard” may or may not contain a “Sidewalk” or “Driveway”. 

5.2 Purpose of the By-law to Prevent Parking On/Over the Boulevard 

The purpose of the By-law is to ensure: 

• That adequate and safe sightlines are available to motorists and pedestrians 
entering and exiting driveways and intersections; 

• To protect pedestrians (in particular small children);  
• To ensure vehicles are visible and thereby preventing collisions; and, 
• To prevent vehicles from parking on the grass portion of the boulevard. 
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The regulation is standard and a best practice throughout municipalities in Ontario.  A 
sampling of other municipalities with the same By-law is: Waterloo, Cambridge, Niagara 
Falls, Ajax, Pickering, Windsor and Richmond Hill.  In most cases, enforcement is a mix 
between responding to complaints from residents living in the area or proactive based on 
sighted safety impacts from vehicles illegally parked on the boulevard and obstructing 
sightlines. 

While every situation is unique, parking on the boulevard can block the immediate sightline 
for vehicles entering and exiting driveways and block the view of pedestrians using the 
sidewalk.  

In the case of on-street parking, residents have the ability to restrict parking on-street if the 
majority of residents support the restriction.  

On-street parking is typically restricted to a 3 hour maximum and is therefore not an 
ongoing concern. 

5.3 Municipal Law Enforcement (MLE) Comments 

Complaints typically originate from neighbouring residents and motorists concerned about 
safety due to blocked sightlines and reduced visibility while travelling in and out of 
driveways or travelling through intersections. 

Municipal Law Enforcement investigates boulevard apron (the driveway area on the 
boulevard) parking complaints associated with: 

• Vehicles parking on the “driveway apron” and obstructing the sightlines of 
neighbours exiting their driveways; 

• Vehicles partially obstructing sidewalks or the road; and, 
• Vehicles driving over grassed areas of the boulevard to park on the solid 

surface driveway apron. 

MLE addresses such matters on a reactive (complaint) basis; however, officers also 
conduct proactive enforcement where they observe blatant hazardous and/or unsafe 
situations. 

MLE issued a total of 1,454 tickets in 2013 for proactive enforcement of “Parking on or 
over the boulevard” or “Stopping on the sidewalk”.  Of those tickets, 1,311 were confirmed 
paid and 142 were cancelled and replaced with warnings. 

MLE also received 168 complaints (156 were closed with a violation) in 2013 from the 
public, with respect to residents or visitors “Parking on or over the boulevard” or “Stopping 
on the sidewalk”.  

Enforcement is primarily carried out where sidewalks separate the private driveway from 
the boulevard driveway apron; however, certain situations also require attention on 
driveway aprons where there is no sidewalk. 
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MLE Officers observe that the boulevard parking problem is often associated with: 

• Properties having more cars than can be physically accommodated on the 
private driveway; 

• Garages that cannot be accessed for parking because they are used as storage 
areas; 

• Houses being rented by multiple tenants who have vehicles; and, 
• Houses that are frequented by many visitors. 

The parking issues tend to exist primarily in areas with smaller lots but also can occur in 
areas with large lots. 

Municipal Law Enforcement supports and recommends that no changes be made in order 
to continue the consistent application and enforcement of this regulation from the 
perspective of public safety, streetscape, and the need to be cognizant of accessibility 
needs on the sidewalks. 

5.4 Planning Services Comments 

The resident that made the request lives in a single detached dwelling that was built in 
2000 in a then new subdivision in North Oshawa.  The property consists of: 

• A lot frontage of 12.3 metres (40.3 feet); and,  
• A double car garage and a double car width driveway.  

The property is zoned R1 (Residential) subject to a special condition which permits a 
single detached dwelling.  

The City’s Zoning By-law requires: 

• That a minimum of two parking spaces be provided for a single detached 
dwelling, one of which must be located in a garage; and,  

• That a minimum of fifty percent of the front yard be used as landscaped open 
space for low density type development. 

The above Zoning regulations related to parking and landscaping have been accepted 
community standards for years. 

As a result, there is the ability to park four vehicles on the subject site: two in the garage 
and two in the driveway. 

Residents must make careful decisions when purchasing a house or a vehicle to ensure 
that the number of vehicles and the size of the vehicles can be properly and safely parked 
on their property in compliance with City by-laws.  

For reasons related to ensuring public safety and high quality streetscapes, Planning 
Services supports the recommendations in this report. 
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6.0 Financial Implications 

There are no financial implications resulting from the recommendations in this report. 

However, if the By-law is removed and the City cannot address potential safety issues by 
enforcing boulevard parking then the City could be in a liability situation in the event that a 
collision occurs between vehicles and/or pedestrians. 

7.0 Relationship to the Oshawa Strategic Plan 

This report supports the “Social Equity Goal” by ensuring that regulations are in place to 
protect pedestrians and motorists. 

 

Glenn Simmonds, Director,  
Operations Services 

 

Jag Sharma, Commissioner,  
Community Services 

Attachment 
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